Five of the eight Channel Islands comprise Channel Islands National Park off the Southern California coast. Each isle has its own special attractions. Santa Cruz is noted for its protected anchorages for sailing. Diving enthusiasts enjoy the underwater beauty of Cathedral Cove on Anacapa Island. Santa Rosa offers beautiful canyons and beaches for hiking and kayaking. The scenery is rich on Santa Barbara with Elephant Seal Cove, Signal Peak and an offshore sea lion rookery. The island of San Miguel is known for the hardened sand sculptures called caliche, thousands of elephant seals and the Cabrillo Monument honoring explorer Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo.

SPECIAL INFORMATION

Camping is allowed inside the park, although reservations are required. Hiking, boating, scuba diving and swimming are allowed. Fishing requires a California permit. • Superintendent, Channel Islands National Park, 1901 Spinnaker Drive, Ventura, CA 93001 (805) 658-5730.
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